Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Home Page
for October 2021

Hello and welcome to Psychic & Energy Work, a Sydney-based site focused upon
spiritual growth. It aims to help people make sense of invisible dynamics as they
arise. By releasing what’s “not” energetically, we help flow to optimise. Life’s, after
all, layer on layer and the dare is to get the balance right.
Psychic & Energy Work offers readings, healings, spirit work, space clearings, past life session,
numerological profiles and intuitive mentoring. It is all-culture, -ability and -gender friendly. To
learn more, scroll through the Pages menu to the left or below (depending upon the device you’re
using).
To read some reviews, click here;
get in contact via phone, sms, email, WhatsApp or Skype; and…
feel free to look through my Shop as well!

Face-to-face sessions are not available during Sydney’s lock-down. I can work with you
via phone or video which is just as effective. We can work this out when you get in
contact (which is best done via phone or sms).

Recapping last month…
“September” was due to be a doozy. Is that how it unfolded with you? Seven “5”s sought newness
and freshness. There are all sorts of ways that can come about. “5” wants us pioneering; sensing
new landscapes, entering them. It can be a gentle guide or a phase that triggers stress. It’s all
designed to get self “there” – the future, breakthrough, vision in life. Seven “5”s is a lot of stretching
of habit, perception, boundary, approach. They also flagged movement, spiritual shifts; releasing old
for new life to come. New South Welsh”men” heard about freedom; small groups began re-enjoying
themselves. After three months of lock-down, this was nice to witness. “5” is evolution on any level.
Where did “September” give you a nudge?
Last month eased up on placement, providing more room to reflect. “4”s triggered insights, clarity,
awareness. Worlds started opening up again. If you found this, you weren’t alone. “4” gets people
ready to launch. “5” and “4”, together, help folk sense more about where to from now on. They
steer selves into better alignment; flow as they know it can be. As chapters, they prep and hone
dynamics to help selves actualise practically. Go through to The Archives to review my Observations
about Last Month. Read about this year by clicking here.
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Feel free to watch my energy work videos
…. About past life work; imagination vs intuition; and intuitive vs
spiritual guidance. Watch them on my YouTube channel by clicking on
the image to the right or going through to my Videos page. Like earlier
posts, they provide snippets about psychic and energy work, and aim to help you access
greater guidance.

What about this month?
This month, “1”s and “2”s return; self-knowledge and discovery are back. They’re never not present
as dynamics yet last month saw a lightening in them. “3”s, “5”s and “8”s feature as well. They’re all
active so life might feel more busy. “3” is a time to realise, express; create even better than we had
been. “5” denotes self’s launch into new realms; life seeking change, perhaps fresh air. It wants
people moving and shifting into their lives as adventure. It helps us be as well as we’re able,
providing choice and room to grow. Development is a life-long journey. “October” might, in this
respect, get loud. After months of long lock-down, many are ready for open field. No number flags
only what is stretching. Sometimes, “3” and “5” see things unfolding seamlessly.
We are, of course, starting the last quarter of this Western calendar year. Life could, therefore,
encourage completion. What can you sort out or make more room for? Where might you spring
clean - mental, emotion, relations (of course), energetic, physical? More shifts are due and “6”s, this
month, could proactively steer you. Balance is key when “6” comes calling - genuine being, more
awake. Don’t be surprised if dreams or waking moments find you seeing more in or of your
landscape. Enhancement of vision and purpose could birth, helping you appreciate more of all life’s
gifts. With this, may emerge happiness, etc; more energy to keep going! To read Psychic & Energy
Work's full forecast for this month, click here or upon Monthly Observations in the Page menu. For
my Observations about “2021”, click on this link.
***********************
Most Mondays, I post a snippet about psychic & energy work on social media. To connect with me
and read them, click on the appropriate link: Facebook, Linked In, pInterest or Google.
***********************

Other things to do whilst here…?
Learn more about Psychic & Energy Work on the About and List of Services pages;
You can hear the Monthly Observations or order Meditation Files;
Listen to last month’s interview on Three D Radio here;
Read Articles or download earlier Observations via The Archives page;
Check out my Observations about 2020 here; and/or…
Learn more about my Courses in intuitive development or numerology.
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On Thursday, 7 October, I will join Michael Hunter on this month’s Metaphysical Show on
Adelaide’s Three D Radio. Join us at threedradio.com, 9pm South Australia time, as we go live-toair. We talk about things energetic; look at numerology; and offer free mini-readings. If you’d like
one, email your first name, date of birth and question to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com before or
during the program.
Some background… The Metaphysical Show is one of Australia’s longest-running, spiritually-focused
radio programs. Over the last 3 decades, Michael has connected listeners with “new age” thoughts,
practitioners and music. I am fortunate to accompany him regularly and, once on air, the Show just
kicks in. If you can’t tune in this month, feel free to come back from Oct 11th to hear it here.

Based in Sydney’s Inner West, I work with people face-to-face, via phone, video,
email, Skype or WhatsApp. To develop intuitively or book a session, click here.

Thank you for visiting Psychic & Energy Work.com.au
Receive from above to radiate well
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